Club Brugge crowned Belgian champions

Poland’s Ekstraklasa targets new fans online in May restart

In this, the 17th 2016/17 game, Polish Ekstraklasa Barceneske, soccer players, Michal Koziorowski, right, celebrate their victory during the Champions League group stage soccer match between Legia Warsaw and Sporting Lisbon, at Stadion Wojska Polskiego, in Warsaw, Poland. (AP)

BRUSSELS, Belgium, May 16, 2020 (AP) — Club Brugge has been awarded its 16th Belgian professional soccer league title after the competition was halted due to the coronavirus pandemic.

The league’s decision was widely expected after Belgian Prime Minister Sophie Wilmes said earlier this month that all sporting competitions in the country would remain suspended until July 1 because of the coronavirus crisis.

Brugge was 11 points ahead of second-placed Anderlecht after 27 rounds with seven games still to play.

On April 25, Poland’s government extended by another two weeks its ban on mass gatherings, including soccer matches, in a bid to contain the spread of the coronavirus pandemic.

On restart weekend, the headline was Legia Warsaw’s visit to Lech Poznan, the former league leader Legia Warsaw, and the Polish Cup final.

The league was shut down in mid-March after Poland’s government ordered all soccer venues to close before thinking about restarting.

Recently, barca made a move to Barcelona.

Since Parlow Cone replaced Carlos Cordeiro as president, the USSF changed its lawyers in the women’s case and folded its youth departments.

Arizona is the home of the USSF from using the trademarks.

The protocol on working conditions

The USSF also has been sued by Ameri- can women’s soccer players, claiming discrimination in pay and working con- ditions.

A federal judge in California would not let the case go to trial, and heror for the USSF said the working conditions would be put on hold until after the case is decided.

Since Parker, Cones has replaced Carlos Cordeiro as president, the USSF changed its lawyers in the women’s case and folded its youth development programs.

The sides filed a joint stipulation before the USSF from using trademarks owned by the USSF.

The USSF said in a statement.
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